Based on the nonlinear coherent states method, a general and simple algebraic formalism for the construction of 'f -deformed intelligent states' has been introduced. The structure has the potentiality to apply to systems with a known discrete spectrum as well as the generalized coherent states with known nonlinearity function f (n). As some physical appearance of the proposed formalism, a few new classes of intelligent states associated with 'center of-mass motion of a trapped ion', 'harmonious states' and 'hydrogen-like spectrum' have been realized. Finally, the nonclassicality of the obtained states has been investigated. To achieve this purpose the quantum statistical properties using the Mandel parameter and the squeezing of the quadratures of the radiation field corresponding to the introduced states have been established numerically.
Introduction
Nowadays 'coherent states' first introduced by Schrödinger [29] are known as venerable objects in quantum physics, especially in quantum optics [1] . Generalizations of these states led to new terms as nonlinear coherent states, squeezed states and intelligent states corresponding to different quantum systems [4-6, 9, 31] . Among them, the terminology of intelligent states was first introduced by the original works of Aragone et al [4, 5] and then these states have been developed by others (for example see [6, 31] ). The most interest and motivation in these states, as all states of the quantized electromagnetic radiation field, have been discussed in quantum optics are nonclassical properties such as sub-Poissonian statistics and/or squeezing in one of the quadratures of the field. Nonclassical states may be used in various ways in tuning measurement resolution beyond the standard limit. We may refer to the applications of the squeezed states of light in high-precision modern experiments of physics, accurate measurements, optics communications and detection of weak signals due to the reduction of quantum noise as prominent examples [15, 32] . For a squeezed review on the nonclassical states and the usefulness and applications of these states see [8] and references therein. On the other hand, the nonlinear coherent state is an interesting notion in the quantum optics field in recent years characterized by an operator-valued function f (n) [16, 17] . Our first aim in the present paper is to propose a simple and general algebraic method providing the description of the intelligent states formalism in terms of the nonlinearity function associated with any nonlinear coherent states. As we will observe, this link is also possible between any quantum system with known discrete spectrum and intelligent states. Secondly, the nonclassicality of a few new intelligent states constructed by the presented formalism will be established. We briefly recall the basic structure of the intelligent states. Suppose A and B are two self-adjoint operators with commutator [A, B] . Intelligent states are understood to be the states satisfying the equality sign in the Heisenberg uncertainty relation
where
and similarly for ∆B. We will concerned with states |Ψ which are not the eigenstates of either A or B, and which are intelligent. By some manipulations it is proved that these states are the solutions of the eigenvalue equation [18] (A + iλB)|Ψ = z|Ψ ,
where λ is complex for the generalized intelligent states and real for the ordinary ones and the eigenvalue z ∈ C. In the present paper, we restrict ourselves to the case λ ∈ R. The physical role of λ parameter in (3) in controlling the squeezing of |Ψ will be clarified in the next section.
As the simplest example of these states one may set A ≡ x and B ≡ p , i.e. the dimensionless position and momentum operators defined as
in terms of a, a † as the bosonic annihilation, creation operators, respectively, with [x, p] = i. Continuing the calculation with λ = 1 in the eigenvalue equation (3) the elementary intelligent state is obtained as the standard coherent states of the quantum harmonic oscillator, for which we have ∆x∆p = 1 2 :
where α ≡ z/ √ 2 ∈ C. In addition, another well-known example is the intelligent states of SU(1, 1) group [6, 11] . For constructing these states one may set (3) where {K + , K − , K 0 } are the generators of the su(1, 1) Lie algebra with commutators [K + , K − ] = −2K 0 and [K 0 , K ± ] = ±K ± . The role of the intelligent states of SU(1, 1) (and SU(2) group) in increasing the sensitivity of the interferometric measurement has been studied in [22] . Also the generalized intelligent states of SU(N) algebra have been introduced in [7] . Anyway, the generalization of the intelligent states may be considered along the generalization of the coherent states with the same motivations in quantum optics.
The content of the paper is as follows: first, we will briefly review the nonlinear coherent state method and demonstrate the place of this formalism in the construction of the generalized intelligent states in section 2. Next, in section 3 by defining the two Hermitian operators X as the deformed position and P as the deformed momentum operator in terms of the nonlinearity function f (n), the general form of the (f -deformed ) intelligent states in the language of nonlinearity function has been introduced. Finally, in section 4 the presented formalism has been applied to a few well-known quantum systems "center-ofmass motion of a trapped ion", "harmonious states" and "hydrogen-like spectrum", and at the same time the nonclassicality of the corresponding intelligent states has been justified numerically. To the best of our knowledge the intelligent states associated with these latter systems have not been appeared in the literature.
Intelligent states associated with nonlinear coherent states
In this section, we want to formulate the general formalism of the intelligent states briefly reviewed in section 1 in a new algebraic structure. The "nonlinear coherent state", which is a notion attracted much attention in recent decade, provides a powerful technique to achieve this purpose. The usefulness of this method to obtain the ladder operators corresponding to any solvable quantum system with discrete spectrum and also in the classification of the generalized coherent states has been frequently discussed [24, 25] .
Recall that the single-mode nonlinear coherent states are essentially based on the deformation of bosonic annihilation and creation operators according to the relations [16, 17] 
with actions on the Fock space as
where f (n) is an operator-valued function of number operator n = a † a responsible for the nonlinearity of the generalized coherent states. Generally, f (n) is a real-or complex-valued function but in this paper we deal only with the real-valued ones (we may recall that for Gazeau−Klauder coherent states f GK (n) is a complex-valued function [25] ). The singlemode nonlinear coherent states defined as the eigenstate of the deformed annihilation operator are obtained as follows:
and the normalization constant is determined as
Inversely, knowing coefficients C n the function f (n) may be found by
A lot of analysis of the generalized coherent states to establish their nonlinearity nature and to introduce the corresponding nonlinearity function and ladder operators has been previously done by Roknizadeh et al in [24, 25] . To say a few, one may refer to the SU(1, 1) coherent states [21, 23] , center-of-mass motion of trapped ion [17] , hydrogen-like spectrum [13] , infinite square well and Pöschl−Teller potential [3] , PS (Penson−Solomon [20] ) and KPS (Klauder−Penson−Sixdeniers [14] ) nonlinear coherent states. Now one can define the "generalized (f -deformed) position and momentum operators" using the f -deformed ladder operators in (6) and (7) as follows:
which are clearly two Hermitian operators. The commutator [X, P] can be found as
Subsequently, the intelligent states may be defined as the states which satisfy the equal sign in the Heisenberg uncertainty relation
Therefore, the equivalent requirement for a state to be intelligent is to satisfy the "basic eigenvalue problem":
where λ ∈ R and z ∈ C. The above explanations clearly led one to a simple algebraic method which allows one to construct new classes of the intelligent states corresponding to any nonlinear coherent states. This work that is a part of the purpose of the present paper will be possible, only if the associated nonlinearity function f (n) and so rising and lowering operators were discovered. It is proved that the λ parameter in (3) and (16) is determined by |λ| = ∆A ∆B and |λ| = ∆X ∆P , respectively [6] . Therefore, the role of this parameter to control the squeezing effect inherent in the states |z, λ will be obvious. Since for the intelligent states introduced in this paper one concerns with the equality sign in (1) it is seen that for λ = 1 and λ = 1 the obtained states will be (generalized) coherent states and squeezed states, respectively. Precisely speaking, when |λ| < 1 the intelligent states are squeezed in A (or X) and when |λ| > 1 the intelligent states are squeezed in B (or P ). When |λ| = 1, i.e. for which equal fluctuations in the deformed position and momentum operators X, P occur, the states are named (generalized) coherent states. These sets of states are also the already known (generalized) coherent states obtained through the "dynamical" generalization of the coherent states, i.e. the coherent states for potentials other than harmonic oscillator [19] . In this regard, these sets of the intelligent states are along with the searching line of Shrödinger who was assessing the most classical-like quantum states when he first introduced the coherent states. The latter set of the intelligent states (λ = 1) possesses similar property, but in the deformed space X, P .
Solutions of the basic eigenvalue equation of intelligent states
Now, we return again to the basic eigenvalue equation in (16) which can be converted in the following form using (6) and (7):
In this stage, setting
in (17) it can be solved for different values of λ and z. In all four cases which follow the task is to find the appropriate c n coefficients after summation sign on the rhs of equation (18):
In this case, equation (17) reduces to the simple relation A|z = z|z , the states satisfying the latter equation are λ-independent and they are indeed the well-known nonlinear coherent states |z, f in (10) discussed frequently in the literature [16, 17] . In this sense, along with the standard coherent states, the nonlinear coherent states introduced in (10) are also intelligent. In addition, we can include the dual of the nonlinear coherent states with f(n) = 1 f (n) [2, 25, 26] in this category.
(ii) λ = −1; z = 0. With these parameters we get the eigenvalue equation A † |z = z|z with no solution. Precisely speaking, all of the coefficients c n are zero showing the already known result that there is no quantum state which is the eigenvalue of the generalized creation operator.
(iii) λ = −1; z = 0. In this case, solving the eigenvalue problem (17) gives all of odd c n 's zero, while the even c n 's are obtained as follows:
where the coefficients c 0 may be determined using the normalization constraint as
(iv) λ = −1; z = 0. Finally, in this case for the coefficients c n 's one gets
where in (21) [n/2] represents the integer part of n/2 and the function S(n, h) is defined by
and c 0 may be determined from the normalization condition as follows:
It must be notified that a formalism for the construction of the generalized intelligent states for exactly solvable quantum systems has also been proposed previously in [9] via super-symmetric approach. While our presentation is based on an algebraic technique in terms of nonlinearity function of the nonlinear coherent states, which seems to be simpler, at the same time it suggests a powerful technique to use this structure to any quantum systems with known nonlinear coherent states. The main step to start the procedure is to know the nonlinearity function responsible for the system. It can be recognized that the presented structure would be useful whether the nonlinearity function itself is determined, otherwise the corresponding discrete spectrum e n is known and so through the relation e n = nf 2 (n) the nonlinearity function may be explored [24, 25] .
Nonclassical properties of the introduced intelligent states associated with special quantum systems
In this section, we want to apply the proposed formalism to the quantum systems describing the center-of-mass motion of trapped ion, harmonious states and the hydrogen-like spectrum, all of which are the corresponding coherent states, and the nonlinearity natures have been already discussed in the literature. So, after introducing the associated intelligent states, have not appeared in the literature up to now, we shall establish some of the their nonclassical features. The nonclassical states do not have any classical analogue. Generally, a state is known as a nonclassical state if the Glauber−Sudarshan P (α) function [12, 30] cannot be interpreted as a probability density. However, in practice one cannot directly apply this criterion, since in general this function is strongly singular and thus this definition may hardly be applied for investigating the nonclassicality of a state [28] . Altogether, this purpose has been achieved commonly by checking the squeezing effect, sub-Poissonian statistics and oscillatory number distribution.
A common feature of all the above-mentioned criteria is that the corresponding Pfunction of a nonclassical states is not positive definite. It is worth paying attention to the fact that each of the above effects (squeezing and sub-Poissonian which we will use in the this paper) is a sufficient condition for a state to exhibit nonclassicality. The quantum states of light in the cavity are customarily characterized by the Mandel parameter Q, which is related to the fluctuations of intensity operator n through
where (∆n) = n 2 − n 2 and n = a † a is the number of photons. The Q quantity vanishes for 'standard coherent states' (Poissonian), positive for 'classical' (super-Poissonian) and negative for 'nonclassical' (sub-Poissonian) light. Antibunching also has been defined as a phenomenon in which the fluctuations in photon number reduced below the Poissonian level ((∆n) 2 < n ). Sub-Poissonian and antibunching of photons occur simultaneously at least in the fist order of these effects, which is the case we have considered in the present paper. The next condition that a nonclassical state may possess is the squeezing in one of the quadratures of the quantized radiation field. Based on the definitions in (4) the uncertainty in coordinate and momentum operator will be obtained as follows:
For the investigation of the squeezing of the quadratures we have used the q i parameter defined by
where q 1 ≡ x and q 2 ≡ p. The state is squeezed in q i quadrature if the inequality −1 < q i < 0 is satisfied. Obviously, in the continuation of the paper we have considered the (dimensionless) momentum and position (x, p) in (4) in our calculations, since as we have pointed out at the end of section 3 the occurrence of squeezing phenomenon in the generalized momentum and position (X, P ) in (4) for each set of the intelligent states is specified by λ parameter entirely. The obtained states in the present paper are more complicated to be analyzed analytically, so the Q and q i parameters may be calculated by numerical computations. For this purpose,one has to calculate the expectation values expressed in equations (24) and (26) over the three classes of acceptable (normalizable) intelligent states in consideration |z, λ according to the items (i), (iii) and (iv) we have itemized in section 3. Therefore, corresponding to any system with known discrete spectrum (or a known function f (n)) there exist three classes of the intelligent states, may be explicitly derived from the three sets of equation (10) (item (i)), equation (19) (item (iii)) and finally equation (21) (item (iv)). In the following discussions, we will only refer to the items (i), (iii) and (iv) to specify the special type of the intelligent states in consideration. The oscillatory number distribution of the states of (iii) type is an obvious matter, independent of the chosen form of the function f (n). Therefore, in the continuation of the paper which we deal with special quantum systems such as 'center-of-mass motion of a trapped ion', 'harmonious states' and 'hydrogen-like spectrum', our calculations have been focused on the investigation of squeezing phenomena and the behavior of the Mandel parameter.
(1) Center-of-mass motion of a trapped ion. Nonclassical states of atomic center-ofmass motion of trapped ion have played an important role in fundamentals of quantum mechanics and also in experimental modern physics due to their important applications in various fields of physics as well as in quantum engineering. The nonlinearity function of this system is well known as
where η is Lamb−Dicke parameter and L n m (x) are the associated Laguerre polynomials. The trapped ion nonlinear coherent states are defined on the whole complex plane. Now we want to investigate the nonclassical properties of the three classes of the intelligent states when f T I (n) is used in formulations by numerical calculations. Figures 1(a) and (b) concerned with the trapped ion states in item (i) of section 3. Figure 1(a) shows the sub-Poissonian statistics for all the values of z and different values of η = 0.1, 0.2. As is observed for the z values smaller than ≃ 9 the antibunching effect is stronger when η is selected to be 0.2. This feature reverses when z 9. Figure 1 Figure  2(b) shows the Q parameter of the states in terms of λ. The sub-Poissonian statistics will be evident about λ 4 . Figures 3(a) and (b) describe the properties of the trapped ion intelligent states in item (iv) of section 3 (in all of these plots we have set z = 0.5). Figure  3(a) shows the super-Poissonian statistics for these states (or equivalently bunching of the photons) for almost all the values of λ when η = 0.2, except in a small interval of λ about λ ≃ 0.75. Figure 3(b) shows the uncertainty in p-quadrature as a function λ parameter. It is seen that squeezing occurred only when λ is about 0.9 or greater (with η chosen as 0.2). As it may be expected, squeezing in p occurred for a wide range of values of λ (with η = 0.2). Our calculations show that when λ 0.9 squeezing is evident.
(2) Harmonious states. Another system we will accomplish in the present paper is the harmonious states characterized by the nonlinearity function
Keeping in mind relations (6) and (28), it can be observed that the obtained lowering operator is equivalently the nonunitary Susskind−Glogower operator exp(iΦ) = a(a † a) −1/2 . It has been shown that the probability operator measures generated by Susskind−Glogower operator yield the maximum likelihood quantum phase estimation for an arbitrary input state [27] .
The nonlinear coherent states associated with the harmonious states are restricted to a unit disc due to the requirement 0 < N < ∞. Clearly, this latter condition, i.e. the normalization of the states, is also necessary for the intelligent states to belong legally to the Hilbert space.
The following results are extracted from our numerical calculations for the intelligent states of harmonious states. In figures 4(a) and (b), we have plotted the quantum statistics of the intelligent states of harmonious states in the form of item (i) of section 3. Figure 4 (a) demonstrates the super-Poissonian exhibition for all the values of z. Figure  4 (b) shows squeezing in p-quadrature for all z < 1. It is seen that while z increases, the squeezing will be stronger. Figures 5(a) and (b) are related to the intelligent states of harmonious states if the type of item (iii) of section 3 is considered (z = 0). Figure  5 (a) shows squeezing in p-quadrature versus λ, from which the squeezing is readily seen for all the values of λ. From the plot of p we observe that it has a maximum at ≃ 1 and when λ becomes greater or smaller than 1 the squeezing will be stronger. When λ becomes greater the squeezing will be deeper. In figure 5(b) , we have plotted the Q parameter as a function of λ, the super-Poissonian statistics exhibition is clear from it. (3) Hydrogen-like spectrum. In the previous two examples, we have considered that the systems with their nonlinear coherent states were already known. To this end, we want to apply our proposed formalism onto hydrogen-like spectrum, a quantum system with known discrete spectrum:
The nonlinearity function in this case may be expressed as [24, 25] f H (n) = √ n + 2 n + 1 .
The nonlinear coherent states associated with the hydrogen-like spectrum introduced in (30) may be defined only on a unit disc of the complex plane. In what follows, the nonclassicality nature of the three classes of hydrogen-like's intelligent states has been discussed numerically in detail. Figures 7(a) and (b) expressed the detail statistics of hydrogen-like spectrum's intelligent states of item (i) type in section 3. Figure 7(a) shows the super-Poissonian statistics of the states for all z, although very near z ≃ 0 the Poissonian statistics is observed. Figure 7(b) shows that the p-quadrature is squeezed for all the values of z. As is clear for the large z the squeezing becomes stronger. Our calculations show that squeezing can never be observed in position operator, as the Heisenberg uncertainty predicts. Figures 8(a) and (b) are related to hydrogen-like spectrum's intelligent states in item (iii) of section 3 (z = 0.5). In figure 8(a) squeezing is shown in p-quadrature for all the values of λ. It is seen that q 2 has a peak about λ ≃ 1, which means that the squeezing has a minimum at this point. Figure 8(b) shows the Mandel parameter of the hydrogen intelligent states in terms of λ. The super-Poissonian nature of these states and a minimum of about zero at λ ≃ 1 is visible (nearly Poissonian). In figures 9(a)(d), we have plotted the squeezing in x,p and Q parameters of hydrogen-like intelligent states of (iv) type of section 3 (z = 0.5). Figure 9 (a) shows the uncertainty in x-quadrature versus λ. It is seen that there is a small range of λ for which the squeezing can be occurred. In figure 9 (b), it is shown that the squeezing in p-quadrature may be expected when λ 0.8. Figure 9 (c) represents the super-Poissonian statistics for these states (or equivalently bunching of the photons) for almost all the values of z, except in a small interval of z. Figure 9 (d) again shows Q as a function of λ but with z chosen as 1.5 instead of 0.5 in figure 9 (c). The plot in figure 9(b) is quantitatively different from that in figure 9(c) , particularly the range of nonclassicality increases essentially.
After all it is an obvious point that the presented formalism may straightforwardly also be used to reproduce the intelligent states of SU(1, 1) group [6] , the Pöshl−Teller and infinite well potential [9] .
Summary and conclusion
To summarize, after introducing the general algebraic formalism based on the nonlinear coherent states method for the construction of the generalized intelligent states, three new classes of the intelligent states corresponding to harmonious states, centerof-mass motion of trapped ion and hydrogen-like spectrum have been introduced explicitly. Then, we investigated their nonclassicality features through discussing the quantum statistical properties of the obtained states. In particular, the role of the three various representations of the intelligent states to reduce the quantum fluctuations of the quadratures of the electromagnetic radiation field and the sub-Poissonian statistics has been established in detail. The application of the technique for obtaining the intelligent states of Penson−Solomon type with nonlinearity function f P S = q 1−n with 0 q 1, Barut−Girardello and Gilmore−Perelomov type of SU(1, 1) group and all sets of KPS (Klauder−Penson−Sixdeniers) coherent states (the cases where the nonlinearities have been discussed in [24] ) may be constructed and discussed in future works. The presented formalism in this paper can be considered as complementary of the earlier works of El Kinani and Daoud [9] , but it may be recognized that the main aim of our presentation is to discuss the nonclassicality nature of some new classes of the intelligent states obtained through a rather different algebraic approach namely the nonlinear coherent states method.
